What can your children do this summer at Challenge Camp?

- They can experiment and print 3D model prototypes
- They can unlock clues to solve escape room challenges
- They can learn advanced gaming strategies for Fortnite
- They can become DJ mix masters
- They can train to be a Ninja Warrior
- They can design their own Pinball machine
- They can explore reality in their own VR world
- They can develop codebreaking and espionage skills.
- They can star in “Annie” and “The Legend of Mulan”
- They can code with HTML, Java and Python
- They can chop, slice and dice their way to healthy cooking
- They can see their DoodleMatic avatar come to life
- They can enlist in the Drone Flight School
- They can learn to buy low and sell high
- They can design and create scale model architecture
- They can experiment with chromatography and crystallization
- They can dazzle their friends with mystifying magical illusions
- They can master Photoshop techniques
- They can launch their own model rockets
- They can build and drive a remote control Grand Prix car
- They can create wearable technology
- They can produce, direct and act in their own short film
- They can build their own computer
- They can form a complex Rube Goldberg machine to complete a simple task
- They can develop a business plan to raise money for children’s charities

All of these exciting activities and much more will be occurring at Challenge Camp 2019, our 39th spectacular summer!

Located at Schechter Westchester
Open House Dates - February 10 & March 24, 2019 from 2-4PM

Transportation Available – Early Dropoff & Extended Day Options – Lunch Included

Challenge Camp – A Summer of Fun and Learning, too!
challengecamps.com - Phone (914) 779-6024
info@challengecamps.com